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Marine

LIUNI: QUALITY ON EVERY LEVEL
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR INTERIOR FINISHES



Costa Fascinosa, Fincantieri Marghera
Sogin Marina Russa, Fincantieri Moggiano La Spezia
Costa Varie, Fincantieri Marghera VE
Oceania Crives Marina, Fincantieri Genova
Costa Allegra, Servizi Tecnici Navali Srl

Front page  Costa Fascinosa

MAIN SERVICES
Design
Style advice
Special production runs, even inlow quantities
Product sample and sample room layouts
Assistance fitting flooring, wallcovering and materials
Scheduling and assuring production and delivery
On-site safety documentation preparation
Regulations, certifications and documentation advice
Detailed instructions for fitting and maintenance
Post-sales assistance

SALES NETWORK
Liuni is the ideal partner for designers, architects and 
general contractors for large projects.
It actively collaborates and supports retailers and 
fitters with all deliveries not requiring the company’s 
direct intervention.
Liuni always makes its vast experience, capabilities 
and the skills it has developed at the disposal of its 
customers.

REFERENCE PROJECTS



 
 
 

The choice of surface finish determines the overall quality of an interior. 
Therefore for the office flooring and wall-covering market, Liuni offers  
only products with high quality aesthetic and top performances,
all strictly certified.

The name Liuni has been synonymous of guarantee and innovation for over 50 years. 
High quality materials, easy to maintain, resistant to wear and soundproof, 
are the features that distinguish the Liuni catalogues. 

A wide range of products that always allows professionals to find the 
appropriate solution for specific requirements.

A single supplier able to satisfy customer request on time, driving them 
through each stage of the project up to its completion. 



Liuni products for the marine market have been developed to satisfy the most exacting 
requirements.

Our floors are highly durable and comply with the strictest marine standards. They 
have been fitted on ships throughout the world. 

A varied choice of combinations is available, as regards colours, decoration and 
surface motif, both for the passenger area and crew quarters. 

The vinyl floor collection features elegant and unusual timbers, and designs in stone 
and metal which can be combined to create sensational stylistic solutions.

The range of textile floors is the ideal choice for shops, dining rooms, bars, apartmen-
ts and areas subject to general traffic.   The Studio Hotel collection demonstrates our 
deep commitment to the field of fitted carpets for marine use. 

We offer carpets on the roll, in as many as 4 different weights, suitable for all types of 
environment, available in a huge range of variants and interpretations which can be 
created by the use of borders, profiles, backgrounds, and logos. Any kind of customi-
sation can be requested, thanks to the Chromojet injection printing system which 
boasts the highest definition in the world (one million pixels).

There are plenty of lightweight and heavy fabrics for making curtains, upholstered 
furniture and furnishing accessories. The wall coverings are all strictly in line with 
current regulations in the marine field.

The entire range of products for marine use is protected by highly sophisticated 
treatments which promote ease of maintenance and keep running costs under control, 
such as polyurethane treatments for vinyl floors, and nanotechnology for fabrics and 
coatings.


